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Have you ever touched the whiskers of a wild tiger? Here is a man, who had an appointment with a striped lady, the tigress along with cubs at
her heels, spending breathtaking time over the entire moonlit night! It was as though he had an affair with the tigress; according to him,
there was neither sin nor shame! Read, how secret telepathic conversations between the man and the striped lady went on through the night.
The presentation in the book is woven around unknown secrets of the world of tigers to the human world. Tigers are wild by nature and hunters
by instinct. When you are lucky to spot one in the wild, maintain pin-drop silence and enjoy the creation of Nature-God. This is the crux of
The Eye of Tiger, which signifies extraordinary perceptions, be it the tiger tribe or human society. Readers, please remember, tigers are not
human models one would expect to walk the ramp! Head out for an early morning safari in search of a tiger in a nearby tiger reserve with a
trained eye and ear to spot one and shoot him, if you can, with your camera and take home green memories, nothing else. Happy reading!
Continue exploring the world of the Hungry Sharks with the Marine Science Club in this laugh-out-loud funny original chapter book, the second
book based on the hit mobile video game with catchy music!
Parental instincts have been known to drive parents to do wild, crazy and often over protective things. The four books contained within this
collection are proof of how far one parent was willing to go when he felt the need to protect one of his children. The advice you’ll find in
“Life Lessons” about how to be more successful in any aspect of life could be considered good advice for everyone. You will most likely find
that it reads as good advice from the author to his child. But, it also could be good advice from a supervisor to their employee or from a
friend to a friend. Yes, it is even good advice from a child to a parent. The advice contained on the pages of these books knows no
vocational limitations. The path to success in one career choice is virtually the same in all of them. The advice you will find here applies
to people of all ages with any educational background and doesn’t require any specific level of life experience to be considered valid. No
matter what your goals, your hopes or you dreams, the advice you will find within these pages will help you to find the success you seek. As
you turn each page, you may discover many new ways to look at old things. You may remind yourself of some of the hard lessons that you too
have learned from life or you may smile to yourself when you realize that... “Life really is this simple...if you let it be.”
POWERFUL ATTITUDES TO CAREER AND BUSINESS SUCCESS THE BUSINESS WORLD IS A JUNGLE — BE A "PREDATOR" The professional world is increasingly
competitive. We live in a corporate jungle, one which demands we battle every day to advance in our careers and professions. Today, it is not
enough to have the right knowledge or the desired skills. You have to have attitudes and approaches that really make you win. For the author,
the set of qualities that really makes a professional or entrepreneur stand out from the crowd pertain to The Eye of the Tiger Strategy, an
approach that will help you develop your ability to: - Know your strengths and weaknesses - Transform your dreams into clear objectives - Be
dedicated and resilient - Be creative in solving problems - Seize opportunities - Expand your professional network - Manage your own
positioning Grit, determination, and an unrelenting focus define the behavioural characteristics of successful people. Adopt The Eye of the
Tiger Strategy and be the professsional that every company wants on their team. The Eye of the Tiger Strategy is a book that teaches
professionals and entrepreneurs how to further their careers and be successful in the ever-competitive job market.
Through the Eye of the Tiger
Through the Tiger's Eye
Life Lessons
THE EYE OF TIGER
Through The Right Eye Of A Tiger
Inside the Eye of the Tiger

There’s nothing more dangerous than a jealous doll that knows all your secrets! In the summer of 1986, after her father’s strange disappearance, Rebecca meets Tiffany: a
water-skiing blonde who dresses like Madonna. Strange things happen when the girls get together. Everyone thinks Rebecca’s the one setting fires and destroying
property, but she’s convinced the culprit is a creepy antique doll...
This is a story about Leo J Vaillancourt tour of duty during the Korean War 1950 – 1951. He enlisted into the U.S. Army September 1948, completing 20 years of service,
retiring from the U.S. Army June 1969. As a tank gunner on a M46 Tank, much of the story is what was observed thru a gunner’s periscope and the 6 power telescopic
sight used for sighting the 90mm gun. (The right eye of a tiger,) is explained in the story. All of the events in this story took place before I was 21 years of age, and had an
influence on me the remainder of my life. This is by no means the only event that took place while I was in Korea, but only what I can recall, after more than 60 years have
passed, I own my life to the Offices and NCO’s of my unit. We completed all assigned missions and they kept unit casualty down, do to their knowledge and leadership.
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Most of them had WW2 experience.
It takes one to recognise one. This was a man trained to live with, and by, violence. He was muscle, a soldier, in the jargon. I had hoped never to see this kind of barracuda
cruising St Mary's placid waters. It gave me a sick little slide in the guts to know that it had found me out again. He left that life behind. But that life hasn't left him . . .
Harry Fletcher lives a quiet life these days, running a tourist fishing boat from the peaceful island of St Mary's, off the South African coast. Then his next group arrives,
with very specific instructions for Harry - instructions that suggest they know exactly who he is. Before he knows it, Harry has been swept back into a world of greed and
violence, of men who will do anything to get their hands on the treasure under the sea, and of women who are too beautiful to trust. But when the Great Mogul diamond is
the prize, all Harry knows is that he'll do anything to get there first . . . A gripping tale of one man's desperate attempt to escape his past, from global bestseller Wilbur
Smith
Recounts the story of an American Flying Tiger pilot who was shot down in enemy-occupied China and rescued by two fleeing Chinese brothers
Eye of the Storm
My Life
Five Essentials Every Man Must Possess to Change His World
Songwriting For Dummies
Chittagong
Grandfather's college roommate, Edward, has spent years collecting toys and gadgets. When the Boxcar Children visit Edward, his mansion seems like a toy-filled paradise. But they soon discover that something is very
wrong in the old house.
"Hey, yo, Jim . . . This is Sylvester Stallone. Give me a call . . ." It was these words that would set Jim Peterik on the road to rock 'n' roll immortality. After he and his Survivor bandmates recorded "Eye of the Tiger" for the
Rocky III soundtrack, the song would go on to earn a Grammy, an Oscar nomination, reach triple platinum status—and become one of the most recognizable tunes in music history. But there's much more to the story of
Survivor and its founding member, Jim Peterik, than meets the eye. As one of the most prolific songwriters of his generation, Peterik has cowritten songs with some of the most famous bands and artists of our time,
including 38 Special ("Caught Up in You," "Hold on Loosely"), Sammy Hagar ("Heavy Metal"), The Beach Boys, The Doobie Brothers, REO Speedwagon, Cheap Trick, and many more. Now, for the first time, Peterik is
sharing his stories. Filled with tales from Peterik's life in rock 'n' roll, Through the Eye of the Tiger documents his early days of success with The Ides of March ("Vehicle"), through the often torturous power struggles
within Survivor, and the giddy highs that accompany a trail of worldwide hits. From going to a party in Led Zeppelin's hotel room (and turning right back out the door) to escorting a disoriented Janis Joplin back to her
hotel room after opening her show in Calgary, Peterik's accounts will surprise and delight. Through the Eye of the Tiger is more than just a memoir of a songwriting legend; it's a classic rock 'n' roll story told through the
eyes of someone who has lived through it all—and through the Eye of the Tiger.
A prize-winning Australian historian chronicles her long struggle with an incurable liver disease and offers a detailed examination into the workings of the human memory and the construction of the self under the
challenges of a disability. 30,000 first printing.
Three boys struggle to come to terms with the death of a friend in a drunk-driving auto accident in which all four were involved, in a story told through newspaper stories, diary entries, school announcements, telephone
conversations, and classroom assignments.
So to Speak
Angels in Mumbai
A winning approach to business success and professional development
Discover Untold Secrets of the World of Tigers!
The Eye of the Tiger/ Hungry as the Sea
A Tiger's Eye cozy paranormal mystery

Four years after the events that took place in Delaney's first book, 'The Shaft', the Global Calling organization is now making a dynamic impact
across India. As they host the largest ministry event in their history, with over one hundred thousand worshipers in a crowded Mumbai cricket
stadium, a radical anti-Christian militia (Indian Liberation Resistance Organization) orchestrates a brutal terrorist attack. This profoundly evil
organization spares nothing it in its attempt to stop the ministry; killing, maiming, and abducting many of its leaders. When angels visit one of the
terrorists responsible for the carnage in Mumbai, his guilty conscience and newfound faith force him to turn against his former terrorist cell. This
change of allegiance leads to his recruitment as a double agent for Indian law enforcement, ultimately bringing justice to those responsible for
these deadly attacks. Spiritual warfare rages as angels and demons engage in this epic battle of good and evil. Scott B. Delaney is Unichem
Pharmaceuticals (USA), Inc.'s President and Chief Executive Officer - North America. He is also a member of the Company's Board of Directors. Scott
is an accomplished Christian leader with over 28 years of experience in brand and pharmaceutical management. Since 2009, he has made over
twenty five trips to India and has developed a love and respect for the country and its people. A trained pianist and vocalist, Scott has also served
as a worship leader in many churches across Texas and Pennsylvania and currently sings with the Buck's County Choral Society. Scott grew up in
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Kerrville, Texas located in the Texas Hill Country. He currently lives with his wife (Jenny) and two children (Bradley and Brynne) in Upper Makefield,
Pennsylvania.
EYE OF THE STORM is for the brave at heart and for those who enjoy sensitivity, intelliegence, strength and courage along with family traditions in
their romance novels. The O'Dell family is torn asunder when Peter reveals to his mother that he is married. But, then comes the mystery behind
how he came to meet his bride. His older brother Randon, is furious at the news and vows to get down to the bottom of this life-shattering, lifealtering information. How could his younger brother, just throw away a potential career and pro-ball scholarship so easily? In Randon's search to get
some answers, he mets up with his high school sweetheart. Passion and desire flare between them. Could Rosie trust Randon again? Trust doesn't
come so easy for Rosie anymore. Despite her misgivings about Randon, her heart tells her its the right thing to do. Your going to love this heartfelt
warm story of how the O'Dells overcome obstacle after obstacle in life. This endearing and tender romance remind us that love and forgiveness are
the keys needed to unlock the heart.
What happens when a wife and mother in 2010 turns the clock back 55 years and attempts to become the perfect housewife for 30 days? Rose
Senese Watson set out in search of the answer in 30 Days of Perfection: One Woman’s Domestic Time Warp, a non-fiction first hand account of her
trip back in time. Newly married, immediately pregnant and suddenly on leave from teaching, Rose had so many dreams and expectations for her
new career as stay-at-home spouse. .Without the everyday grind she would become the new June Cleaver, the perfect homemaker for the 21st
century. Soon after she gave birth however, reality set in. She was a failure at a job women have been doing since the beginning of time. Rose
decided to conduct an action research project, a tool often used by teachers to improve their practice as educators, to improve her practice as
homemaker and write herself out of the rut she was in. She used The Good Wife Guide: 19 Rules for Keeping a Happy Husband published by Cider
Mill Press in 2007, a book she discovered as she searched online for a "Housekeeping for Dummies" manual. It is a compilation of rules that were
originally printed in the mid 1950s in the Ladies Homemaker Monthly. Rose followed these rules for 30 days and kept a detailed journal, this is her
story.
In August of 1962, civilian medical doctor Jay Hoyland became an active-duty captain and medical officer in the U.S. Army Medical Corps during the
Vietnam War. For the next twelve months, Hoyland provided medical support as a flight surgeon to the Ninety-Third Helicopter Company-the Soc
Trang Tigers. It was a year that would prove to be pivotal for Vietnam, the United States, and Hoyland himself. "Through the Eyes of a Tiger" is the
story of one man's tour of duty in the Mekong Delta from November of 1962 through November of 1963. With the help of Hoyland's wartime journals
and letters sent home to his family, he recreates an unvarnished account of his life during this tumultuous time. Whether it is a heartbreaking visit
to a Catholic orphanage, the adrenaline of combat, the unique relationship between brothers-in-arms, or the horrors of the hospital ward, Hoyland's
vivid imagery and thoughtful prose paint a realistic portrait of war. Set against the broader historical context of the Vietnam War, "Through the
Eyes of a Tiger" is a worthy addition to the scholarship available on the Vietnam War. But more importantly, it reveals the dramatic impact of war,
both present and future, on the soldier himself.
EYE OF THE STORM
The Great Truth
What experience teaches us about success
The Rock #n' Roll Life of Survivor's Founding Member
Tiger's Eye
Eye of the Tiger Shark (Hungry Shark Chapter Book #2)
“I didn’t just like this book, I LOVED this book. Anyone who loves my work should love it too” —New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan “If you have yet to add Liu to your must-read list,
you’re doing yourself a disservice.” —Booklist The first exciting Dirk & Steele novel by the incomparable Marjorie M. Liu, Tiger Eye is a breathtaking masterwork of paranormal romance—a stunningly
original tale of magic, sensuality, desire, and danger, featuring a hero who is the answer to every romance lover’s fantasy. Tiger Eye is the book that started it all, ushering readers into the Dirk & Steele
world of shapeshifters, psychics, and extraordinary beings, showcasing one of the most inventive talents currently working the shadowland where passion and the amazing intertwine.
Eye of the TigerMemoir of a United States Marine, Third Force Recon Company, VietnamMcFarland
A lot of people wonder how Chinese parents raise such stereotypically successful kids. They wonder what Chinese parents do to produce so many math whizzes and music prodigies, what it's like inside
the family, and whether they could do it too. Well, I can tell them, because I've done it... Amy Chua's daughters, Sophia and Louisa (Lulu) were polite, interesting and helpful, they had perfect school
marks and exceptional musical abilities. The Chinese-parenting model certainly seemed to produce results. But what happens when you do not tolerate disobedience and are confronted by a screaming
child who would sooner freeze outside in the cold than be forced to play the piano? Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother is a story about a mother, two daughters, and two dogs. It was supposed to be a
story of how Chinese parents are better at raising kids than Western ones. But instead, it's about a bitter clash of cultures, a fleeting taste of glory, and how you can be humbled by a thirteen-year-old.
Witty, entertaining and provocative, this is a unique and important book that will transform your perspective of parenting forever.
This book is about people coming together to help others, especially when they are being bullied or harassed. This book is also about how they worked so hard to get their dignity and self-respect back
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by learning self-defense.
Maxwell 3 Eye of the Tiger
The Eye of the Tiger
Strong Men Dangerous Times
11,000 Expressions That'll Knock Your Socks Off
A Memoir
The Jock Shaw Story
In this second installment of the funny and stylish new graphic novel series Pup Detectives, the puppy PIs sniff out a statue thief! Fresh off of their victory in nabbing the lunchtime bandit of Pawston Elementary,
Rider Woofson and the rest of the pup detectives are on the lookout for their next case. They don’t have to wait long because before you can say “Bow-Wowza!” a crime occurs—the theft of a precious statue
known as the Tiger’s Eye that was on display for Show and Tell. The suspects are a-plenty, but the key to catching this crook will come from uncovering who had a motive. The PI Pack is up for the challenge...as
long as the investigation doesn’t interfere with lunch!
Engage with everyday expressions in a completely different (and fun!) way, with this entertaining and interactive book of common phrases that can turn a humdrum gathering into a raucous game night. We use
expressions all the time. When you feel sick, you’re “under the weather.” When you feel great, you’re “on top of the world.” You may be fine with “half a loaf,” or you may insist on “the whole enchilada.” But whether
you’re a “smart cookie” or a tough one, you—and almost everyone you know—have a veritable smorgasbord of expressions stored deep in your brain. So to Speak: 11,000 Expressions That’ll Knock Your Socks
Off is the largest expressions book of its kind. Thoughtfully divided into sixty-four categories—from Animals to Food & Cooking, from Love to Politics—these clever expressions (plus the dozens of game
recommendations in the book) will keep you entertained for days. Authors Shirley and Harold Kobliner spent more than half a century nurturing and teaching children. So to Speak is a reflection of their deeply held
belief that regardless of a person’s age, the most impactful learning happens when you’re having fun. Whether it’s grandparents teaching their favorite expressions to their grandkids, teens helping adults with the
latest lingo, or millennials indulging in their love of wordplay and games, this is the perfect book to celebrate the joy of words and expressions.
A monster hurricane, a dangerous thief, and a rogue vampire are all trying their darndest to smash Dead End, Florida into pieces -- and then another dead body shows up. And when the senior ladies brigade -Lorraine, Eleanor, and Ruby -- get in on the case, things go entirely sideways! What are a pawn shop owner and tiger shifter PI to do? With Hurricane Elvis -- the "storm of the century" – bearing down on Dead End,
Florida, Tess, Jack, and the gang have their hands full doing storm prep for themselves and the quirky paranormal residents of the town. They certainly don't have time for the discovery of yet another dead body.
But in Dead End, you never know when magic, mayhem, and murder will combine to cause as much chaos as a rogue vampire let loose in a blood bank. And when Tess, a pawn shop owner who can see how you'll
die, and Jack, a tiger shifter and ex-soldier turned private eye, team up to solve another murder, the criminals had better watch out. Because a hurricane is no match for Hurricane Tess, and sometimes it takes a
tiger's eye to see the truth. Warning: This book contains a taxidermied alligator, shapeshifters, the mob, lucky lasagna, a hurricane, a dead body, magic, Elvis song titles, hideously bad singing, horrible puns, a slowburning romance, mystery, mayhem, and "I laughed so hard I almost peed myself"* humor. Read at your own risk. *From a reader review of the Tiger's Eye Mysteries
When Tess Callahan, new owner of Dead End Pawn, meets her grandmother the banshee, life is about to get complicated. When Tess’s partner Jack Shepherd, tiger shapeshifter and P.I., gets involved to help
them investigate a banshee-kidnapping spree, life is about to get deadly. Because nothing is ever simple in Dead End, Florida, and sometimes it takes a tiger’s eye to see the truth. Warning: This book contains
magic, shapeshifters, humor, banshees, magical ballerinas, deputies,, a taxidermied alligator, smugglers, goats, thugs, assassins, witches, gunshots, bad singing, terrible parking, the FBI, swamp commandos,
tigers, special agents, flirting, belly laughs, comedy, and a pawn shop. From Private Eye: The tiny bell over the door jingled and Jack walked in, carrying a bakery bag that normally would have had me drooling in
anticipation of hot, sugary goodness. But right then I wasn’t in the mood. “Jack, this isn’t a good time. I have a problem I need to deal with.” His eyes narrowed, and he gave Leona an unfriendly look, which made
her take a quick step back. Nobody can give unfriendly looks like a tiger. “Do I need to kill somebody for you?” I smiled in spite of the situation, because he was totally serious. It’s nice to know that somebody’s got
your back. Especially when that somebody is an unbelievably hot, six-foot, four-inch, bronze-haired, green-eyed hunk of deadly shapeshifter. Real Reviews from Real Readers warn you to beware: No reader I
know will be able to resist this follow-up featuring the new owner of Dead End Pawn and her grandmother the banshee. When Dead End is hit with a banshee kidnapping spree, Tess’ partner Jack gets his first
case as a P.I. How fabulously offbeat!" -- Kathy Altman for USA Today, on PRIVATE EYE 5 STARS: I laughed so hard I almost peed a little. 5 STARS: I fell out of bed laughing... 5 STARS: Fans of Charlaine Harris
and Janet Evanovich will enjoy Dead Eye. Alyssa Day has done it again! She's written a story that's so much fun to read that you don't want to put it down Other Books by Alyssa: POSEIDON’S WARRIORS
SERIES: Halloween in Atlantis Christmas in Atlantis January in Atlantis February in Atlantis March in Atlantis April in Atlantis May in Atlantis June in Atlantis July in Atlantis August in Atlantis September in Atlantis
October in Atlantis November in Atlantis December in Atlantis THE TIGER’S EYE MYSTERY SERIES: Dead Eye Private Eye Travelling Eye (a short story) Evil Eye THE CARDINAL WITCHES SERIES: :
Alejandro’s Sorceress (a novella) William’s Witch (a short story) Damon’s Enchantress (a novella) Jake’s Djinn (a short story in the Second Chances anthology, later to be available as a stand-alone) THE
WARRIORS OF POSEIDON SERIES: Atlantis Rising Wild Hearts in Atlantis (a novella; originally in the WILD THING anthology) Atlantis Awakening Shifter’s Lady (a novella; originally in the SHIFTER anthology)
Atlantis Unleashed Atlantis Unmasked Atlantis Redeemed Atlantis Betrayed Vampire in Atlantis Heart of Atlantis Alejandro’s Sorceress (a related novella; begins the Cardinal Witches spinoff series) THE LEAGUE
OF THE BLACK SWAN SERIES: The Cursed The Curse of the Black Swan (a novella; coming later as standalone, originally in the ENTHRALLED anthology) The Treasured (coming as a free gift to newsletter
subscribers) SHORT STORY COLLECTION: Random Second Chances NONFICTION: Email to the Front
Memoir of a United States Marine, Third Force Recon Company, Vietnam
Tears of a Tiger
The Mystery of the Tiger's Eye
Through the Eyes of a Tiger
In the Eyes of a Tiger
A Paranormal Young Adult Lesbian Romance
Proven techniques for songwriting success This friendly, hands-on guide tackles the new face of the recording industry, guiding you through the shift from traditional sales to downloads and mobile music,
as well as how you can harness social media networks to get your music "out there." You get basic songwriting concepts, insider tips and advice, and inspiration for writing ̶ and selling ̶ meaningful,
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timeless songs. Songwriting 101 ̶ get a grip on everything you need to know to write a song, from learning to listen to your "inner voice" to creating a "mood" and everything in between Jaunt around the
genres ̶ discover the variety of musical genres and find your fit, whether it's rock, pop, R&B, gospel, country, or more Let the lyrics out ̶ master the art of writing lyrics, from finding your own voice to
penning the actual words to using hooks, verses, choruses, and bridges Make beautiful music ̶ find your rhythm, make melodies, and use chords to put the finishing touches on your song Work the Web
̶ harness online marketing and social networks like Facebook, Twitter, and others to get your music heard by a whole new audience Open the book and find: What you need to know before you write a
single note Tips on finding inspiration Ways to use poetic devices in lyrics Computer and Web-based shortcuts and technologies to streamline songwriting A look at famous songwriting collaborators
Writing for stage, screen, and television How to make a demo to get your song heard Advice on how to make money from your music Learn to: Develop your songwriting skills with tips and techniques
from the pros Use social networking sites to get your music out to the public Break into the industry with helpful, how-to instructions
Lucy and her little brother Ricardo follow their puppy and the mysterious golden-eyed Tiger-cat into a secret tunnel leading to a foreign country where children are held prisoner in the jungle. Original.
"We live together under the thick canopy, each searching for the other; the same leeches and mosquitoes that feed on our blood feed on his blood." John Edmund Delezen felt a kinship with the people he
was instructed to kill in Vietnam; they were all at the mercy of the land. His memoir begins when he enlisted in the Marine Corps and was sent to Vietnam in March of 1967. He volunteered for the Third
Force Recon Company, whose job it was to locate and infiltrate enemy lines undetected and map their locations and learn details of their status. The duty was often painful both physically and mentally. He
was stricken with malaria in November of 1967, wounded by a grenade in February of 1968 and hit by a bullet later that summer. He remained in Vietnam until December, 1968. Delezen writes of Vietnam
as a man humbled by a mysterious country and horrified by acts of brutality. The land was his enemy as much as the Vietnamese soldiers. He vividly describes the three-canopy jungle with birds and
monkeys overhead that could be heard but not seen, venomous snakes hiding in trees and relentless bugs that fed on men. He recalls stumbling onto a pit of rotting Vietnamese bodies left behind by
American forces, and days when fierce hunger made a bag of plasma seem like an enticing meal. He writes of his fallen comrades and the images of war that still pervade his dreams. This book contains
many photographs of American Marines and Vietnam as well as three maps.
He's about to play the most important role of his life. Zak Lewis has been undercover for more than half a year for the Shifter Coalition. When one of the men in the group he's infiltrated is put in danger,
Zak has to make an agonizing decision. Whether or not to take another's life. Abilene Fox is working behind the scenes as her ATF partner is working undercover. When Luca is shot, their investigation
crashes with the Coalition's. The Coalition agent who steps into her life is something she's not prepared for. But maybe that's a good thing. Zak is used to playing a role. He's been the bad boy, the helpless,
the brute, the geek and so much more. One look at Abilene and Zak can feel in his gut that he is about to play the most important role of his life. This time, for keeps.
China Through the Eyes of a Tiger
Thirty Days of Perfection
Getting Results the Agile Way
The Tiger's Eye
EYE OF DANGER
Eye of the Tiger

A guide to the Agile Results system, a systematic way to achieve both short- and long-term results that can be applied to all aspects of life.
He's a PI who turns into a tiger. She can see how you'll die. The bad guys never stood a chance. EYE OF DANGER: The longest and most twisty installment of the
Tiger's Eye mysteries yet! 5 Stars: I laughed so hard I almost peed a little. (reader review on Tiger's Eye mysteries) 5 Stars: I fell out of bed laughing… (reader review
on Tiger's Eye mysteries) 5 STARS: Fans of Charlaine Harris and Janet Evanovich will enjoy Dead Eye. Alyssa Day has done it again! She’s written a story that’s so
much fun to read that you don’t want to put it down. (Reader review on Tiger's Eye mysteries) When Tess Callahan's long-lost and presumed-dead father comes back
to town, running from the mob, she's not sure how to feel. But when she finds out the bad guys are really after her, to use her "gift" as a weapon, she knows exactly
who to turn to. When Jack Shepherd must confront mob bigwigs, a rogue vampire, and Tess's dad all in the same day, he realizes that small towns can be every bit
as deadly as the rebellion he led when he was a soldier. Tess is in trouble, and there's no way Jack will let anything happen to her—they haven't even gone on their
first date! Welcome to Dead End, Florida, where the pawnshop never, ever deals in vampire teeth. And welcome to the Tiger's Eye Mysteries! Beware! This novel
contains: magic, shape shifters, humor, vampires, a taxidermied alligator, mob bosses, assassins, a missing father, in-law jokes, gunshots, bad singing, delicious
baked goods, terrible parking, the FBI, swamp commandos, tigers, special agents, flirting, belly laughs, comedy, humor, and a pawn shop.
Masculinity is not toxic. Being a strong man is still a quality to be celebrated, even within the chaos of a shifting society. Strong Men Dangerous Times aims to
accomplish one task—to help you to understand manhood. This blue-collar, bare-knuckle guide boldly defines what a strong man is and dispels all misconceptions
about what a man is not. Let’s stop trying to squeeze our men into boxes God never intended. There is still honor in manhood, by living a life of integrity, caring,
passion, courage and strength. These are the five essentials every man must possess to change his world. Our churches, our wives, our kids, our communities and
our world desperately need strong men. Start your quest today to become the man who will carry the heavy weight of masculinity to a world that is desperate for
them to step up. Now is the time to take your place as a man among men. Now is the time to prepare strong men for dangerous times.
White stars shine in the vastness of the night Such tiny little specks of hope such strength in such small light Peace wells within my heart & in my mind Just
because those stars Ive left the world behind Left alone to find my peace & my inner being How can this world survive without the beauty I am seeing? When I look
upon the stars at night all else starts to fade For such a perfect work of art what price have we paid?
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Tiger's Eye Mysteries
Tiger Eye
A Personal Results System for Work and Life
PRIVATE EYE
Shattering Life’S Most Insidious Lies That Sabotage Your Happieness
Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother
THE EYE OF THE TIGER The deep. The deadly. The damned... For a thousand years, an unimaginable treasure has rested on the bottom of the Indian Ocean, hidden by swift blue currents, guarded by
deadly coral reefs, and even deadlier school of man-eating great white sharks. Harry Fletcher, a former soldier turned fisherman, is now being pulled into a murderous mystery by men willing to kill and a
beautiful woman willing to lie for what rests far beneath the sea. Now, Harry has no choice but to enter full bore into an international battle to raise an extraordinary object from the deep. Because possessing
this treasure isn't just about getting rich--it's about staying alive... HUNGRY AS THE SEA Wilbur Smith sets his vividly realistic novels on the razor's edge between human courage and nature's wrath. In
Hungry As The Sea, this master storyteller takes us to the frigid South Atlantic, where one man fights for his life-- and for redemption. Nicholas Berg is steaming out of Cape Town aboard the salvage tug
Warlock. Once Berg ruled an ocean-going empire. Now, his future has come down to a powerful boat and a daring rescue mission. One of his former ships is being lashed against the cliffs of Cape Alarm,
surrounded by deadly icebergs and survivors clinging to their boats. Berg has gambled everything on reaching the Golden Adventurer before a competitor and a violent storm-- to win a fortune in salvage
fees. But if Nick Berg succeeds, and climbs back into the international shipping game, that's when the real danger will begin... From the power of a relentless ocean to the hunger of men to survive upon her,
this is a towering novel of adventure, love and the daring of the human soul.
Their matchmaker folks think it’d be great If Natalie and Evan would date Watch them say, “No thanks,” But plow into the banks Of the slippery slope where they skate Natalie East and Evan Lee are
determined to stay single. Their parents are just as determined to get them together. Nat, still reeling from the abrupt end of a three-year relationship, needs to prove to her mother that they are both capable
of enjoying successful single lives. Her conventional mother pressures her to date their new friends’ self-indulgent and status-obsessed son. The interference drives Natalie wild. Evan worked like a demon to
launch his career. Now he's ready for a devilish amount of fun. While he was achieving success, his parents planned his future; they gush that Natalie is sweet, steady, and ready to settle down. Each
message from his family hacks away at his joking, easy-going façade. When Nat and Evan involuntarily connect over coffee, neither is what the other expected. As their friendship grows and passions
emerge, will they risk losing their independent lives? Are they prepared for a journey from lighthearted friends to steamy lovers…or more?
What if everything you believed about life was a lie? Weve all grown up with myriad beliefs and clichs that have paved the roads we traverse - follow your dreams, do what makes you happy, we deserve to
have what we want, and so on. While everything weve been taught has some degree of importance, the formula that defines who we are and what a successful, happy life consists of is tragically fl awed.
Everything we strive to attain has the potential to disappoint us and we become disenchanted with life. Our formula for life is erroneous. We strive for happiness only to discover its but a fleeting moment in
time. We achieve our goals, then watch them dissolve to unforeseen circumstances. A loved one betrays us. We become trapped in a state of turmoil and confusion. The purpose of life is not what we have
been led to believe. On the pages contained within this book is a profound awareness of life that will completely redirect the manner in which you live. I will reveal to you... Lifes Great Truth and the Universal
Sole Purpose of Life. Put aside all concerns of finding happiness, satisfying your dreams or being loved. This will replace all prior beliefs and needs, provide a guaranteed map for effortless living, and
transform your life in ways unimaginable. Everything else will follow, I promise. In The Great Truth Janet Pfeiffer dispels the lies and misconceptions many people have lived by and outlines a practical path to
an extraordinary life beyond suffering. Written with honesty, clarity, sincerity and humor, this book serves as a wonderful guide for anyone seeking a more enriching and fulfilling life. Marci Shimoff, New York
Times bestselling author
Description to come.
Tiffany and Tiger’s Eye
With my finger on the Trigger
The eye of the tiger strategy
On Safari - The Tiger and the Baobab Tree
Poetry Unleashed
An Army Flight Surgeon's Vietnam Journal

Babi Nobis was barely 11 years old when he had his first chance encounter with a tiger in the jungles of Hazaribagh. The experience not only left an indelible impression on his young
mind but also instilled in him a deep reverence for this majestic animal. Thereafter, his love for nature’s creatures would only grow with each visit to the wilds, as would his passion for
photography. Over the last twenty-five years, Babi and Tina Nobis have explored the incredible wilderness of both the Indian and African game reserves, from Kanha and
Bandhavgarh to the Serengeti, the Masai Mara and more, with Babi photographing either spectacular events charged with power and drama in the animal kingdom in both continents,
or animals in their most human emotions and circumstances. Be it is the sheer dominance of the tiger in its habitat, a leopard carrying its prey, a cub frolicking in front of the camera,
giraffes sparring to mark their territories, a million wildebeest on their annual migration trail, a pride of hungry lion cubs feasting on a dead elephant, a stunning landscape, or the
majestic Baobab tree that has silently witnessed the co-existence and tussle of man and beast over millennia, Babi Nobis captures the transcendent beauty of the wild, bringing together
the uniqueness of the two continents. With a foreword by well-known wildlife photographer and conservationist, Belinda Wright, On Safari: The Tiger And the Baobab Tree presents a
rich visual and textual account of two continents and the majesty of those that stock and rule its forests and jungles.
Synopsis (JACKET) In the South, Southerners don’t think, they feel; and there’s nothing they feel more passionately about than sports—especially college football. In recent years
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America’s media-driven, sports-crazed culture has whetted the fan’s appetite and thereby catapulted Division I college athletics into a multibillion-dollar entertainment business that
rivals the professional ranks. Today, no place is this trend more evident than at Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge, home of the LSU Fighting Tiger football team. Louisiana
State University is part of the nation’s toughest athletic subdivision—the mighty Southeastern Conference, and as a large public institution, it is a microcosm of major competitive
college football and sports across the Deep South, a region where overall athletic success is not only encouraged, but expected. Since 2005, LSU has won nearly 80 percent of its football
games, three conference championships, a BCS National Championship (2007) and a College Football Playoff Naional Championship (2019). But LSU has not always been atop the
college football world. Why did LSU have six straight losing seasons in football? How did LSU Athletics survive the losing years? Who is responsible? How did LSU rise from the fall?
What is it that LSU and other competitive schools have done that has made them so successful in sports so fast? What sets LSU and some of the larger SEC schools apart from other
football-playing schools in terms of competitiveness? Answers to these important questions can be found inside the pages of this must-read book. Written for the serious observer,
alumni or fan struggling to realize how the system works, or often fails to work, Inside the Eye of the Tiger is an introspective snapshot of what it’s like to coach in a big-time athletic
department where campus politics and winning are regularly at odds. Often what you see from the outside looking in to the athletic department is not always a true picture of what
actually happens. Inside the Eye of the Tiger is the story of what really went on behind the scenes of the LSU Athletic Department over two tumultuous decades in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana. *** Hall of Fame LSU Tennis Coach Jerry Simmons’ memoirs of 26 years of coaching is an engaging and sometimes startling read that will once and for all set the record
straight on how business was conducted inside the LSU Athletic Department during its roller coaster ride from 1981 to 1998, and beyond. As told to author Chris Warner by Jerry
Simmons in a straightforward, provocative style characteristic of his maverick personality, this is a must-read for anyone hoping to enter the big business of college athletics, whether
coaching or administratively; as it is the tell-all sports book that will for the better forever alter the stereotype of the modern, big-time Southern athletic department. This is a politicallycorrect book. Jerry Simmons A native of West Texas, and a former LSU tennis player, Simmons coached LSU Men’s Tennis for 15 years. A 1964 Palo Duro High School graduate from
Amarillo, he was the 1965 Globe News Male Tennis Player of the Year. Simmons played college tennis at LSU for a year and at West Texas State (Now West Texas A&M) University in
Canyon, Texas from 1967-69, where he maintained the No. 1 singles position and was the Buffaloes' team captain. A self-proclaimed blend of the lives and philosophies of U.S. Army
General George S. Patton, UCLA Coach John Wooden and 6th-century B.C. Chinese General Sun Tzu, before coaching LSU Tennis, he was the Men’s Head Tennis Coach at the
University of Southwestern Louisiana in Lafayette for 11 years. At LSU, six years after his hiring, he was named National Tennis Coach of the Year, in 1988. Having won over 70
percent of his college matches (492–197 .714), he remains the youngest coach inducted into the United States Collegiate Tennis Hall of Fame (1998) at 52. He is a member of the West
Texas State (West Texas A&M) Hall of Fame (2017) and the Louisiana Sports Hall of Fame (2018). At LSU he had 13 NCAA Tournament appearances, going 278-105 in that span.
Simmons reached the prestigious Elite Eight in the NCAA Tourney five times and won the SEC in 1985, while earning SEC Coach of the Year honors in 1988 and 1997. Simmons
coached 37 All-SEC honorees, 24 All-Americans, 19 Academic All-Americans, one NCAA singles champion (1989) and notched a 128-42 record in NCAA play. Chris Warner is the
author of over 20 books, including “A Tailgater’s Guide to SEC Football Vol. V,” the Bible of SEC Football, “The Wagon to Disaster,” with HealthSouth CFO Aaron Beam, “The
Ulysses Long Story,” about Dale Brown getting four-term Louisiana Governor Edwin Edwards to pardon a black man from Angola State Penitentiary, “Bushwhacked at the FloraBama,” the history of the iconic beachside haunt, with patriarch Joe Gilchrist, as well as six novels, “The Tiger Among Us,” a fictional story on international terrorism with Recon
Marine/Air Force Pararescue Daniel Waghelstein, set at LSU in 1990, “Professional Bone,” a novel based on the HealthSouth scandal, a campy series: “Saved at the Alabama-Florida
Line”(Nominated, Best Piece of Fiction by an Alabama author, Alabama Library Association 2017), “They Met at the Alabama-Florida Line,” “Trouble at the Alabama-Florida Line,”
and a novella, “Santa & Sam,“ among other titles. He has completed but not published, “The Principal of Influence,” the story of Richard Scott Rogers, a British con man and vicious
pedophile hiding in plain sight as a Baton Rouge scion and talk show host for over a dozen years, whose demise in the viper pit of Louisiana politics was the Media Story of the Year in
Louisiana in 2014. Chris holds a doctorate from the University of New Orleans and is a double graduate of Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge. A New Iberia, Louisiana native,
he lives in Perdido Key, Florida.
The First Dirk & Steele Novel
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